Growing NA—
Fellowship

Development
A Vision for NA Service anchors all of our work at NAWS
and articulates what we mean by Fellowship development. We use this two-word phrase as shorthand for the
myriad ways we help seed and nurture the growth of NA
around the globe. Everything we do at NAWS demonstrates our commitment to developing the Fellowship.
We take great pride in the support we’re able to extend to
individuals, groups, and service bodies.
This section captures some of this work, including profiles of Fellowship support in Thailand and East Africa;
a translations update, including the trend of developing
local stories for the Little White Book in languages other
than English; the latest from our public relations team;
and the essential services that make up the infrastructure
for so much of our work: Fellowship services, communications, informational technology, and production and
distribution.

Fellowship Support
Face-to-face interactions play an important role in developing both emerging NA communities and those that
have been around for decades. Direct interactions at
zonal forums, NAWS workshops, service symposiums,
and regional assemblies allow World Board members and
NAWS staff to work with members from various NA
communities. Collaborative planning builds mutual trust
and goodwill. Good communication helps to ensure the
success of the workshops and events. The whole process
activates growth—growth of the individuals and service
bodies involved, and growth of our capacity to serve and
reach the addict who still suffers.

As is typical in a Conference year, the majority of
requests for Fellowship support involved preparation
for the WSC. Popular requests from zones, regions, and
other NA service bodies included workshops on the role
of zones, the future of the WSC, and the contents of the
Conference-related reports. Nearly half of NAWS travel
involved attending zonal forums this year, roughly twothirds of them in North America.
Fellowship support continues to be a priority where NA
remains somewhat new or may be just getting a foothold.
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Fellowship Support 2015–2016:

NAWS Participation at Zonal Forums and Other NA Events
Workshops Held

Event/Location

July 2015
Role of Zones, Anonymity and Social Media,
Q&A Session on Literature Prices and Distribution, Attractiveness of Service, Our Service
Structure, formation of an ASC, H&I, PR
Discussion of upcoming CAR/CAT, NAWS
Update, Mock GSF, Role of Zones
August 2015
NAWS Update, Traditions Book, Roles of Zones
Welcoming All Members, Role of Zones
September 2015
Twelve Traditions, Twelve Concepts, Self Support,
Illicit Literature, NAWS Update, PR, H&I,
Atmosphere of Recovery, Sponsorship
Group Support, Welcoming All Members
October 2015
Building Strong Home Groups, Group Support,
Planning Basics
Service System, Fellowship Development,
NAWS Update, Atmosphere of Recovery
NAWS Update, Role of Zones, Building Strong
Home Groups, NA Groups and Medicalization,
PR, Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust
Planning Our Future
November 2015
World Services & Our Region
Role of Zones, Welcoming Al Members,
Planning, Service System
NAWS Update, Communications, Group
Support, Welcoming All Members
NAWS information, WSC projects, FD and PR
efforts

Russian Zonal Forum, conventions, RSC – Saint Petersburg,
Russia; Kiev, Ukraine; Chisinau, Moldova; Ridder and Almaty,
Kazakhstan
Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum – Meridian, Idaho, USA

European Delegates Meeting & European Conference and
Convention of NA – Birmingham, England
Midwest Zonal Forum – Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin, USA
Tanzania Regional Service Meeting, Afri-can Zonal Forum 3,
Kenya Workshop – Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and Mombasa,
Kenya
X CAHHSNA (Spanish Convention) – Van Nuys, California, USA
Central Washington Area Unity Day – Yakima, Washington, USA
Italian Regional Conference – Cattolica, Italy
Western Service Learning Days – Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
Northeast Zonal Forum – Queens, NY, USA
HOW Brazil Regional Meeting – Rio Claro, Brazil
Latin American Convention & Zonal Forum – Rosarito, Baja
California, Mexico
Canadian Assembly and Canadian Convention – Halifax NS,
Canada
East Pittsburgh Area Learning Day – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
USA

Fiscal Year 2014–2015

Fiscal Year 2015–2016

65 20
workshops

110 39

events/locations

workshops

13

CAR workshops
10

events/locations
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December 2015
NAWS Update, Planning Our Future, CAR
CAR
January 2016
Group Support, Building Unity, Translations:
Working Together and Conceptual Fidelity,
PR Basics, Inspiring Others: Leadership in NA,
H&I Basics, Social Media
Future of the WSC Facilitation Training,
CAR/CAT
CAR/CAT
NAWS Update, Future of the WSC/Planning
Our Future, CAR/CAT
NAWS Update, CAR/CAT
NAWS Update, CAR/CAT
NAWS Update, CAR/CAT
February 2016
CAR, Inspiring Leadership, Making Service
Attractive
NAWS Update, FIPT, Guiding Principles workbook, Translations, CAR
CAR/CAT, PR, Planning Our Future, Unity,
Eleventh Step
Planning Our Future, NAWS Update,
CAR/CAT
CAR /CAT
March 2016
Leadership, History of NA, Building Strong
Home Groups
Welcoming Newcomers, Collaboration
April 2016
Building Strong Home Groups, FIPT
May 2016
NAWS: History and Information
Atmosphere in Recovery in Service, PR, History
of NA
Local Service Committee meeting, PR, Service
System
June 2016
Area Planning, PR
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Multi-Regional Learning Event XIV – Alfred, Maine, USA
Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum – Farmington, Utah, USA
NAWS Workshop – Dhaka, Bangladesh

Western States Zonal Forum – South San Francisco, California,
USA
Midwest Zonal Forum – Detroit, Michigan, USA
Bergen Area Convention/Regional Assembly – Whippany, New
Jersey, USA
Autonomy Zonal Forum – Baltimore, Maryland, USA
Plains States Zonal Forum – Lawrence, Kansas, USA
Southern Zonal Forum – Mesquite, Texas, USA
Society of Service of NA (SOSONA), Indian Regional
Convention – Puri, Orissa, India
Asia Pacific Forum – Bangkok, Thailand
European Delegates Meeting – Reykjavik, Iceland
Mid-Atlantic Learning Convenference 32 – Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, USA
Southeast Zonal Forum – Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Bolivia Regional Convention – Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia
Nepal Regional Convention of NA – Bhedetar, Dharan, Nepal
ASC Pantanal NA Event – Campo Grande, Mato Grosso do Sul
Brazil
First Ukraine Convention – Kiev, Ukraine
Peru Regional Convention – Pisaq, Peru
Second Convention of Bahia – Porto Seguro, Bahia, Brazil

Latin Convention of the Spanish Speaking Area – Deerfield
Beach, Florida, USA
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For many years, NA World Services has committed to
helping members of the Middle East, including Iran,
come together to better understand how to support each
other and how NAWS can help. They offer a great example of the collaborative work of Fellowship support, and
remind us that we carry the message much more effectively when we work together.
NAWS is currently engaged in similar work—
characterized by long-term commitments and slow,
but sure growth—in India, Russia, Africa, and Southeast Asia. We could write books about our experiences
providing Fellowship support. Instead, we offer two
notable highlights, snapshots of two NA communities—
Thailand and East Africa—and the efforts mounted in
both to produce the Basic Text in their own languages.
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NAWS Workshop
Expenses 2006–2016
$600,000
$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000

Fellowship Support in Thailand

0

Expatriates have often played a role in getting NA started
as the message spreads around the world. Without taking
anything away from the important role nonnatives have
played, it’s important to recognize that sustainability of an
NA community depends on the program taking root in
the local population. To that end, Fellowship development
activities work both from outside of NA—meeting with
government entities and treatment professionals to build
an understanding of NA, for example—and at a local NA
level—supporting the local community’s efforts and their
translation committee’s work so that the message can be carried in the native language.
Thailand’s NA community and NAWS’ efforts to
assist its development have largely followed this pattern.
Unfortunately, Thai NA for Thai addicts has had a rocky
start. Meetings of Thai speakers have sprung up from
time to time, only to be preyed upon by drug dealers or
squeezed out by government crackdowns on addicts. At
the close of this fiscal year, we understand that the native
Thai NA community currently holds one Thai-speaking
meeting in Bangkok. It’s a start, but with only one meeting, the prospect of recovering in NA remains tentative
for Thai addicts who don’t speak English.
Experience tells us that translation of the Basic Text has
often been the key to NA’s growth in local populations.
A local translation committee (LTC) made up of bilin-
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gual, biliterate members in Thailand had completed the
prerequisite work—a glossary of NA terms and a few IPs,
starting with #1: Who, What, How, and Why—a few years
previous. This work allows an NA community to engage
in the productive struggle of understanding NA concepts
on a deep level in order to convey them accurately in
another language. Having accomplished that, the Thai
LTC turned their attention to translating the Basic Text
(BT) several years ago. With occasional support from
WB and Asia Pacific Forum (APF) members, and access
to a professional translator and proofreader made possible with NAWS’ support, the Thai LTC was successful
in shepherding the Thai BT to publication. The timing
was wonderful; the Thai Basic Text was distributed at the
APF meeting in February 2016 to the delight of all in
attendance. As the publisher of literature on behalf of
the Fellowship, NAWS is committed to producing the
text and ensuring that literature is available locally. It is
our sincere hope that the Thai BT will activate unprecedented growth in the Thai NA community.
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and wanted to hire a translator to do an initial draft and
have the local translation committee look over the draft
and copyedit it. We facilitated several meetings with the
members of the LTC to try to negotiate agreements. The
fact that the LTC is multinational and that both travel and
internet connectivity can be challenging in some places
didn’t help.
We were committed, however, to helping them to
negotiate a process and a text that was agreed upon by
all of the NA communities involved. Part of what “by
addicts, for addicts” means is that NA literature is a
product of our own efforts as members. It speaks our
language—the language of the heart—and that’s something that professional translators cannot give it without
recovering addicts’ personal experience. What’s more,
coming to agreement on the language we use to describe
our recovery is a process that cements unity within a language community. As challenging as the process can be,
the result is a shared understanding of the concepts of
recovery and the words we use to describe them.
The process was complicated in East Africa by translations efforts outside the LTC. Motivated by the same
desire for self-determination that animates most of our
service efforts worldwide, the addicts in East Africa formulated a plan and put it into action. A professional

One of the most significant service accomplishments of
the fiscal year was the completion of a draft Basic Text in
Swahili. Swahili is spoken widely throughout East Africa
including in Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar, and Rwanda.
Addicts in Kenya, Tanzania, and Zanzibar are continuing work to finalize the text, but even in its present draft
form, it will help NA in East Africa grow and strengthen.
The translation process in Narcotics Anonymous, like so
much in the way we do service, is not necessarily quick
or easy. Our concern is that the work be faithful to our
principles and that decisions be made according to a
group-conscience process. To come to agreement about
how to translate terms like addict, sponsor, recovery, or
clean that may not have easy correlatives in a different
language is itself a challenge and can take time. This work
happened several years ago for Swahili. When this fiscal
year began there were already several informational pamphlets (IPs) translated into Swahili.
Several of those IPs were developed in a face-to-face
workshop in Mombasa, funded by World Services. But
when we looked at producing a book-length piece it seemed
clear a different approach needed to be taken. NA translations are always accomplished through the efforts of three
bodies—a local translation committee (LTC) made up of
committed members who are
native speakers, contracted
professionals, and NAWS
staff. While there are some
things that are consistent—
for instance, IP #1 is the first
translated piece published in
every language—other things
vary a great deal from language
to language and project to
project. Coming to agreement
on a process to translate the
Basic Text into Swahili wasn’t
easy. Some members wanted
to meet virtually and translate the text together, lineby-line on video calls. Others
felt that would take too long Kenyan members and the first shipment of the
Swahili draft BT
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foundation for Fellowship development in each language
group. Members’ service efforts nurture personal growth,
facilitate networking opportunities, and feed the growth
of NA communities. One might argue that the work is as
much about the process as the product.
The process begins with two rather daunting hurdles:
developing a glossary of terms specific to recovery in NA
and producing IP #1: Who, What, How, and Why? By the
time we publish the Basic Text in a new language, the
conditions have been created for more addicts in a language group to find recovery, and NA grows as we reach
more addicts. There’s simply no replacement for reading
the message in one’s native language, and the therapeutic
value of one addict helping another comes through the
text on the page.
Having ushered a number of informational pamphlets,
The Introductory Guide to Narcotics Anonymous, and the
Basic Text through the translation process, LTCs and the
service committees to which they report ponder, “What’s
next?” Increasingly, we’ve noticed a growing interest in
developing original personal stories. These have now
been included in the Little White Books (LWB) in several
languages groups.
This is a big deal for two reasons: First, locally developed stories that reflect the culture and recovery history
of a language group may have more relevance to the
addict who still suffers. Second, the ability to take on this
endeavor may be seen as a milestone in stability and a
marker of an NA community’s human resources.
The 2008 update of the NAWS translations policy
provides options for NA communities that wish to develop
local stories for their version of the LWB. Jimmy K’s
story in “We Do Recover" is a staple for all LWBs, but
beyond that, LTCs can choose to add one local story or
replace all eight.

translator was selected by the committee and funded by
World Services to produce a draft Basic Text, and then the
LTC reviewed the draft and agreed on copyedits as a committee. As a result, a Swahili draft of the Basic Text was
ready for distribution by May 2016, and the committee
is working on final proofs to the draft. We hope to have
a final version of the Swahili Basic Text published in the
2017 fiscal year.

Translations
The need for new translations of NA literature becomes
increasingly apparent as the Fellowship expands. Local
translations efforts spring up organically, in many cases,
before any formal service structure is in place. One call or
email to the translations team at NAWS from an emerging
NA community can open the door to crucial assistance,
including the opportunity to learn from others’ experience
and some essential support at every step of the way.
As the stories out of Thailand and Africa illustrate,
translations play a key role in Fellowship development.
As local translation committees engage in this service,
they build relationships and networks that form the very
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Public Relations
At every level of the NA service system, public relations
committees work to let people know about Narcotics
Anonymous. Taken together, our PR efforts move us
closer to fulfilling our vision that includes “universal recognition and respect as a viable program of recovery.” PR
committee members deliver presentations, supply literature, staff booths, and arrange for posters, billboards, and
public service announcements in an effort to raise public
awareness in our communities. All of this makes it possible to reach more still-suffering addicts and to fulfill our
primary purpose.
When NA is seen as a viable means of recovery, more
addicts find their way to our meetings. Nearly half of our
members attended their first NA meeting because a treatment facility or counseling agency referred them to NA.2
It’s important, therefore, that we continue to reach out to
professionals and organizations that regularly come into
contact with addicts.
Public relations committees around the world do
much of this important work. NA World Services engages
in PR with a twofold focus:

Language groups have approached the task differently.
For example, the Russian Region evaluated around 100
submitted stories, narrowed the field to their top ten,
and asked the World Board to select the final seven that
they’ve now included in the Russian-language LWB. In
South Africa, they identified five local stories to include
in the Afrikaans LWB. LWB stories in Spanish reflected
the Latin American experience, so the Brazilians translated those into Portuguese. Along with the Brazilian
story from the Basic Text—“A Brazilian Full of It!”—
these now appear in their LWB.
The World Board and NAWS translations team are
developing valuable experience as we support these exciting new developments. If your language community
wishes to develop local stories to reflect the nature of NA
in your community, please contact us. We can provide
guidance, evaluative tools, and encouragement throughout the process.

• To support the PR work of NA’s areas and regions
by providing relevant tools and networking opportunities; and
• To attend to matters of a larger scope or impact
including government and media relations, zonal
planning, and national or international conferences.
Highlights of our activities in the 2016 fiscal year follow.

Using Technology to Support PR Efforts
Web meetings bring together NA service enthusiasts
from across the globe to share their experience and discuss challenges. As in years past, members interested in
PR, H&I, and inmate step writing collaborated in live,
online conversations hosted by NAWS. We convened
web meetings for each of these areas of service every four
months this year and discussed three topics in breakout
groups at each meeting. Technology made it possible to
2
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 orty-six percent of respondents to the 2015 Membership Survey
F
indicated that a treatment facility or counseling agency was the
primary influence to attend their first meeting.
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overcome geographic barriers and allowed all involved to
share valuable tools and learn from each other. As a result,
we’ve built powerful and supportive networks brimming
with passion and expertise.
Meeting virtually also allowed NAWS to support
nationwide efforts in Brazil and South Africa in the 2016
fiscal year. Technology allowed us to bring key players to
the virtual table and add value to the conversation by offering a global perspective, as well as extensive knowledge of
what’s worked worldwide. Brazil’s PR campaign, begun
in earnest before the World Convention of NA in 2015,
continues to benefit from this kind of careful, collaborative planning. Since the South Africa Region spans the
entire country, a coordinated regional effort also required a
national perspective. When members involved in regional
or zonal PR were ready to collaborate, NAWS was able
to support their process and add value by convening web
meetings in which we could work in partnership.
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that we are a program of complete abstinence, and that
abstinence is not a prerequisite for membership, given
the guidance of our Third Tradition. PR committees are
already putting this new pamphlet to work in their efforts.
Fiscal year 2016 saw both the launch of this new
resource and the 30th anniversary of another. Reaching
Out, the quarterly newsletter made up of letters from
incarcerated members and those involved in H&I service, reached this milestone. While its basic format has
remained the same, 30 years has brought some significant
changes to both the size and composition of its audience.
More addicts read Reaching Out than might have been
imagined at its start in 1986. NAWS distributes more
than 26,000 copies of each issue—electronically and on
paper—and that’s just the English edition. South of the
US border, zonal forums translate the newsletter into
Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese. A recent audit of our
mailing list shows that we send over 2,000 printed copies
directly to inmates in US correctional institutions. Many
more are hand-delivered by subscribing members and
committees, or are distributed by our professional connections at various institutions.
Another significant shift for Reaching Out can be
found in its audience. Of course, most readers can still
be found among the H&I faithful on either side of the
prison wall. In recent decades, however, we’ve come to
understand that while these stories inspire members and
provide hope to those inside, they also provide a window
into our world for professionals who work with addicts.
The stories in Reaching Out provide direct evidence of
NA working in the lives of addicts. This brings hope to
addicts and builds NA’s reputation as a viable program
of recovery.

Resources—One New, One Old—from Your
PR Team at NAWS
The model for addiction treatment shifted over the past
decade. Increasingly, it has come to rely on prescription
medication. While we take no stance about the usefulness
of this medical approach, as guided by our Traditions, we
believe the NA program has something to offer to any
addict seeking recovery.
Over the last decade, members and groups needed materials to help them grapple with these changes within the
guidance of our Traditions. NAWS published the service
pamphlet, NA Groups & Medication, in 2007 to support
groups’ efforts to address the issue. Discussions prompted
by this service pamphlet and further encouraged by workshops on Welcoming All Members—one of the Issue
Discussion Topics for this year—led to open discussions
focused on carrying the message, cultivating unity, and preserving an atmosphere of recovery in light of current challenges. Even as groups became better prepared to welcome
addicts undergoing this kind of treatment, some treatment
professionals began to move away from referring clients to
NA. It became apparent that we had more work to do.
This year we created a new PR pamphlet, Narcotics
Anonymous and Persons Receiving Medication-Assisted Treatment, for an audience of medical professionals. It explains

Building NA’s Reputation Across the Nation
and Around the World
National and international conferences provided important opportunities to build NA’s reputation by interacting
with professionals who work with addicts. Our presence
in exhibit halls—among booths with representatives of
varying approaches—allowed us to inform thousands of
professionals about NA over the course of a few days. We
demonstrated NA’s viability and gave professionals more
confidence in sending their clients to our meetings.
16
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PR BY THE NUMBERS

7

professional conferences attended
(national & international)

12,800
13,379
Reaching Out e-subscriptions

Reaching Out paper subscriptions

3

RO published
languages

12

web meetings hosted

8

movie/TV consultations

22,803

• NAWS’ participation in international conferences
offered similar networking opportunities and benefits in the 2016 fiscal year. The International Society
of Addiction Medicine (ISAM) conference brought
us in contact with close to 400 professionals, including leading experts in the field of addiction medicine
from around the world, at their meeting in Dundee,
Scotland.
• The International Federation of Non-Governmental
Organizations for the Prevention of Drug and Substance Abuse (IFNGO) conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, brought NAWS staff in contact with
experts engaged in substance-abuse treatment and
antidrug activities throughout Southeast Asia.

membership surveys
submitted

Highlights of fiscal year 2016 include the following:
• Annual conferences of the National Association of
Drug Court Professionals in July of 2015 and June
of 2016 each drew 5,000 criminal justice and treatment professionals. From our booth in the exhibit
hall, NAWS staff provided information about the
NA program to those in attendance.
• The American Society of Addiction Medicine’s
(ASAM) annual conference brings together clinicians, researchers, and other professionals in the
field of addiction medicine. Over years of attending
this conference, NAWS staff has developed relationships, especially with ASAM members who advocate
for inclusion of a twelve-step approach within treatment plans. As a result, NAWS was invited to participate in the twelve-step committee meeting at this
year’s conference. This represented a major breakthrough and indicates the degree to which NA has
become recognized as a viable program of recovery.

International conference participation positioned NA to
gain a foothold in Vietnam this year when the country’s
perceptions about addiction began to shift. In brief, the
focus on reducing HIV transmissions led to a willingness
to replace views of addiction as a social evil to be treated in
labor camps, with an understanding of addiction as a medical disease, in need of a public-health response. NAWS
staff met US State Department personnel and regional
substance-use experts to gain a better understanding of
how NA might best serve addicts in this changing environment. The anticipated emergence of community-based
17
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Basic Services

treatment clinics would create conditions in which addicts
might legally meet. This, in turn, may create opportunities
for more regular NA meetings. NAWS provided copies
of the Institutional Group Guide and a few informational
pamphlets in Vietnamese to seed these newly fertile conditions for NA’s growth.

The basic purposes of our world services are communication, coordination, information, and guidance.
We provide these services so that our groups and
members can more successfully carry the message
of recovery and so that our program of recovery
can be made more available to addicts everywhere.

Membership Survey

—A Guide to World Services in NA

The biennial survey represents a final achievement for
NAWS PR in this fiscal year. At the World Convention in
June 2015 and in the six months that followed, members
responded to the survey, supplying information about
their experience in and out of NA. All told, 22,803 members from 132 countries participated; that’s our highest
participation rate to date. Thank you!
This snapshot of our membership, compiled and
graphically represented in a pamphlet for professionals,
continues to be an important vehicle for conveying who
we are and what we do as a Fellowship. We are . . .

While Conference-related work is cyclical in nature,
revolving around the timeline of our biennial World Service Conference, a great deal of the work at NA World
Services is steady and ongoing. Each team at NAWS provides essential services strive to meet the needs of the Fellowship for “communication, coordination, information,
and guidance.”
Fellowship growth, combined with increased ease of
access through technology, have prompted us to build
our capacity in each of these areas, expanding our reach
in ways unimaginable just a decade or two ago. We
respond to more requests and inquiries than ever before
and get literature into the hands of those who need it
with greater efficiency. Our growth as a Fellowship and
ability to meet growing demands seem like our founders’ dreams becoming a reality. We’ve grown from one
office in the US to our current configuration: a center of
operations in the US with branch offices in Belgium and
Iran, distribution centers in India and Canada, and the
indispensable work of regions and zones contributing to
our Fellowship’s overall success. You’ll find specifics about
our “basic services” in the 2015–2016 fiscal year in the
section that follows.

• a lively and diverse Fellowship of people for whom
drugs had become a major problem;
• responsible and productive members of society
whose lives have improved by working the program
of Narcotics Anonymous;
• a community resource dedicated to helping addicts
lead drug-free, productive lives.
The European Delegates Meeting (EDM) expressed a
need for a separate pamphlet representing the experience
of European members. Professionals in Europe frequently
request data about NA membership in Europe, believing
that it may differ from the US or the rest of the world.
NAWS agreed to collaborate with the EDM on the creation of a European Membership Survey pamphlet,
something that had not been done since the World Convention of NA was held in Barcelona in 2009. A robust
response from NA communities across Europe would be
required in order to have sufficient data. Thanks to the
delegates’ efforts, we were able to get the participation
level needed and published a new version of the European Membership Survey pamphlet in 2016. Interestingly, the two sets of data—for Europe only and for all of
NA—proved strikingly similar.

Hello and thank you for
contacting NA World Services

Fellowship Services
Our Fellowship services team serves as the first point of
contact when someone writes or calls NA World Services. We get hundreds of requests and inquiries each
week from members and the public. These come from
inmates requesting literature; service enthusiasts seeking
to understand and apply Traditions and Concepts; family
18
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members and government officials looking for solutions
to addiction; and members trying to solve problems at
the local level, to name just a few.
We respond by providing resources and information.
We consult our literature and identify useful passages.
We suggest readings for further information, and share
anecdotes and observations that recount what has worked
elsewhere—our collective experience, strength, and hope.
We send meeting starter kits and literature to members
requesting such support, many of them behind bars. We
connect members with the wealth of resources available at
www.na.org, linking to specific handbooks, service pamphlets, bulletins, and recovery literature. With increasing frequency, we’ve been contacted by clergy members,
government officials, and healthcare professionals about
starting meetings. Wherever possible, we put them in
touch with local trusted servants for follow-up, opening
the doors for public relations opportunities and/or new
possibilities for meeting facilities.
The data tells the story, revealing how we directed
resources—human and financial—to respond to the
needs of the Fellowship and how that’s changed over the
past few years.

The Eighth Concept reminds us that “our service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of our
communications.” To that end, the communications
team at NA World Services focuses its efforts on helping
us hear one another. The most tangible part of this work
comes in the form of three periodicals published quarterly and three substantial reports produced in preparation for each World Service Conference. See below for
a brief description of each of our publications and visit
www.na.org/subscribe to have any or all delivered to
your inbox.
In addition to periodicals and reports, we use web
meetings to communicate with the Fellowship and to
encourage discussion among members. Work on the Service System Project, for example, called attention to both
the needs and the know-how of those serving in sparselypopulated areas. We began to facilitate web meetings
focused on rural service to provide a platform for shared
experience, allowing members to learn from each other
and for us to learn from them.
The communications team summarizes information
from web meetings like this—as well as from workshops,
correspondence, project input, and Issue Discussion
Topics—for the World Board. Conversely, they convey
Board decisions, proposals, and plans to the Fellowship
in our various publications. They serve, essentially, as a
conduit for information, and use every means at their
disposal to foster understanding.
If you want to be informed—and if you’re reading the
annual report, it’s likely you do—be sure to subscribe
to receive some or all of our publications electronically.
Subscribing is simple; just visit www.na.org/subscribe
to sign up. Once subscribed, you’ll receive notification
whenever we publish a new edition of NAWS News, The
NA Way Magazine, or Reaching Out, plus you’ll be among
the first to know when Conference-related reports are
made available online. Read these publications and you’ll
be in the know about Board activities, web meetings, Fellowship development around the world, World Convention news, the progress of Conference-approved projects,
and more.

FELLOWSHIP SERVICES
BY THE NUMBERS

5,934
letters from inmates

405
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51

institutional group
starter kits

418
group starter kits

tours of the
World Service Office

18,914
group registrations and updates
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Here’s a brief description of what you’ll find in our
periodicals and Conference-related publications:
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each biennial World Service Conference, with translations produced and distributed no fewer than 120
days prior to the WSC. The CAR provides vital information as well as motions that will constitute the “old
business” portion of the Conference. The CAR helps
regional delegates to prepare for the Conference and
to keep their local NA communities informed.
• The Conference Approval Track (CAT) informs the
Fellowship and prepares Conference participants for
the WSC’s “new business” session. It contains the
Board’s strategic plan, project plans for the upcoming two-year cycle, seating requests, and the proposed NAWS budget. The CAT is distributed 90
days before the WSC.
• The Conference Report, published approximately
one month prior to the WSC, includes a day-byday breakdown of the Conference week, reports
submitted by regional delegates to the Conference,
updates on projects and project ideas submitted
by other members of the Fellowship, proposals
for new work, and a list of nominees for Conference positions (World Board, Cofacilitators, and
Human Resource Panel).

• NAWS News informs readers about the discussions and decisions of each World Board meeting.
Published quarterly with a single page of bulleted
highlights, NAWS News helps to increase the transparency of our work and keeps members informed
about all of NA World Services’ efforts.
• Reaching Out is a quarterly, recovery-oriented newsletter made available free of charge to incarcerated
addicts. It contains articles, artwork, and letters from
members on both sides of the prison wall. Translations
by members in Brazil and Spanish-speaking Latin
America make it possible to provide this resource in
Portuguese and Spanish, as well as English.
• The NA Way Magazine is our quarterly journal of
recovery and service information, recovery-related
entertainment, and current issues and events. It also
contains updates on projects, events, literature, and
other products.
• The Conference Agenda Report (CAR) is published and
distributed in English a minimum of 150 days before

Electronic subscriptions:
Built for efficiency and member-tested since 2005
The NA Way Magazine Subscriptions Timeline
OCTOBER 2005
VOLUME TWENTY-TWO
NUMBER FOUR

1

1982: The NA Way Magazine
begins publication and is made
available to the Fellowship by
paid subscription.

1998: The NA Way Magazine becomes NAWS’
primary tool for communication with the Fellowship as part of World Services’ transition. WSC
policy is established for sending The NA Way
Magazine to all registered groups, service bodies,
trusted servants, and subscribing members at no
cost. The magazine is published in four languages:
English, French, German, and Spanish.
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2005: The NA Way
Magazine is offered
electronically.
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NAWS Web Meetings
Web meetings are a great way to gather information and share experiences on service-related topics. Some of
the topics are ongoing discussions, and others are just beginning as we attempt to put together new tools for
the Fellowship. Visit www.na.org/webinar and/or see below for a brief description of our regular web
meetings and follow the links if you’d like to get involved.
Web Meetings for 2016–2018 Projects
In support of developing tools, we are gathering information and collecting best practices for
conducting conventions and events. Experienced members needed, all are welcome.
See www.na.org/conventions for more information.
Local Service web meetings focus on gathering best practices to begin putting together
a local service toolbox. The first focus will be consensus-based decision making.
See www.na.org/toolbox for more information.
Ongoing Web Meetings
Rural Service web meetings are intended for those serving in places where meetings are far apart
or population is sparse. Come join us and share your experiences with others who can relate.
Write to nick@na.org for more information.
Public Relations web meetings are a gathering of area & regional PR trusted servants who share
their experiences and challenges with PR service; topics are identified by PR trusted servants.
Write to pr@na.org for more information.
Inmate Step Writing web meetings offer support for those service committees who offer this service.
Write to handi@na.org for more information.
H&I web meetings welcome individuals and trusted servants interested in discussing issues around
H&I service. Write to handi@na.org for more information.
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2010: The expense of mailing
40,000+ paper copies each quarter—
only to have thousands returned as
undeliverable—becomes unsustainable.
WSC decision ends automatic subscriptions, requires members who desire
a paper version to resubscribe, and
encourages e-subs.

issue

 As sick as our
secrets
 Service System
Project

 Zé Caldhino
2010 NA Literature

 Invest in Our
Vision 

Be andinet
menfes

Survey

 2016 World Service

2011: Eliminating the cost
of printing and sending the
magazine saves roughly
$100,000 as print subscriptions drop to 6,575 per issue
and electronic subscriptions
to nearly 15,000.
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2016: Subscribers receiving both
paper and electronic editions increases
over five years, provoking a database
clean-up. Eliminating hard copies for
those able to access electronic copies
reduces paper subscriptions by 7,000.
Electronic subscriptions reach more
than 23,000 to start the next fiscal year.
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in getting them to meetings. They
can, but whether they do depends
on whether we have current data.
We have the technology; we need
accurate meeting data.

Technology is changing so much of modern life that it’s
hard to keep up. And, oh boy, how we’ve noticed that at
NAWS since the introduction of the NA Meeting Search
and Recovery Companion apps.
The meeting information available via the app and at
www.na.org is supplied by NA members, groups, areas,
and regions. Currently, only 42 service bodies provide
regular updates.3 The reliability of meeting data that we
have for the rest of NA is largely unknown to NAWS
and likely varies.
Instead of detailing our IT team’s efforts to maintain
network security and stability, upgrade hardware and
software, and respond to changes in technology in a way
that’s both prudent and responsive to the needs of the
Fellowship—the kind of details that typically fill the IT
section of the annual report—this year we’re using this
space to appeal to you for current meeting data.
Outdated meeting information may have been inconsequential a few years ago. Today, it’s a different story.
Internet access and smartphone ownership are no longer
reserved for advanced economies and/or an elite segment
of society. We hear more and more stories that reflect the
frustration of using the internet to find NA meetings.
One member shared that his smartphone helped him to
emerge from homelessness, but it was not particularly
helpful to him in finding NA meetings.
Through the end of the 2016 fiscal year, 322,762 people have downloaded the NA Meeting Search app. Many
of us have found the app to be a useful tool when traveling
or when we just want to hit a different meeting—provided
that the data is accurate. And there’s the rub: Too often, the
app sends people to darkened rooms. Our members correctly conclude that there may have been a meeting at this
location at one time, but not anymore! We get used to such
errors and place a call to the local helpline or consult the
area or regional website. (Note: Our search tools recommend starting with those, but the allure of a GPS-powered
search draws us in.)
And what about the new member? The app and the
search function of our website can play an important role
3
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“The group is the most
powerful vehicle we
have for carrying the
message” (BT, Tradition
Five), so why are we
sending people to empty
buildings?

What can I do?
Members can help improve the reliability of the meeting
search by taking some or all of these suggestions:
See what we show in a neighborhood you know well.
• Search on the website (www.na.org/meetingsearch)
or the NA Meeting Finder app to see the most current data available via the NAWS database.
- Is the information accurate? Excellent! Perhaps
you can encourage a friend or sponsee to do the
same for another neighborhood.
- Does the list include any unfamiliar meetings? If
so, are they listed on your area’s and/or region’s
schedule?
 If they’re listed, then they’re probably legit.
Consider attending to be sure.
 If the meeting’s not listed by your area or region,
it may have moved or closed down. Please contact your local PR team and let them know what
you’ve found.
Raise awareness of the problem and be a part of the solution.
• Discuss the importance of maintaining current
meeting data at your home group’s business meeting, at your area service committee meeting, and/or
at your regional service committee meeting.
• Consider setting up a system for providing updates
to NAWS, as well as to your local and regional meeting directories.

 is number reflects the number of areas and regions that updated
Th
meeting data two or more times over the course of the year.
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We have the technology.
It needs the human touch.
We are committed to making it as easy as possible for
you to update meeting data and sincerely appreciate your
efforts. Once your service body has identified a single
point of accountability, she or he should contact us at
webupdates@na.org. We’ll send a spreadsheet listing
everything we show for your area or region, along with
instructions for updating the data and getting it back to
us. Plan to do this at some regular interval—monthly,
bimonthly, quarterly—and together, we will assure
improved accuracy in our meeting data.
We appreciate any and all of your efforts to improve
the accuracy of our meeting data. The potential outcome
of this work will be that more addicts find their way to
existing meetings. Thanks in advance for any help you
can offer in making this a reality.

with each order throughout each year, our goal is to help
fulfill our Vision for NA Service and NA’s primary purpose.
Highlights of the 2015–2016 fiscal year include:
• Produced in-house more than 45,000 book-length
pieces, 190,000 booklets, 25,000 handbooks and
reports, and more than 590,000 IPs and small booklets.
• Fulfilled more than 21,236 orders, averaging about
1,770 per month (highest month was March 2016
with 2,250).
• Produced 42 new pieces of translated literature,
bringing our inventory to 993 titles.

Production and Distribution
NA literature is a vital means of sharing our hope for a new
way of life. Although the message is free for those fortunate
enough to live where meetings and an NA community
exist, it takes resources to produce and distribute NA literature. We constantly seek more efficient operations that
allow us to do so more prudently. In recent years we've
reported on increased in-house production that allows us
to more quickly and economically fulfill smaller orders,
especially for specific language groups and titles. This
focused, solution-oriented approach also led us to overcome location-specific challenges and extend our capabilities in Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, and Russia. In those
locations, we produce and distribute locally to reduce production and distribution costs, as well as to address import
challenges. This makes it possible to keep literature prices
appropriate to the local economy and to reduce shipping
response time. Meeting these challenges ensures that we
continue to effectively use Fellowship resources to get the
NA message into the hands of addicts seeking recovery.
Our business practices have also evolved in response to
new technology and Fellowship demands. We now provide
print and electronic versions of our literature, as well as
our periodicals, publications, reports, and service materials. We continue to evolve to meet the needs of online distribution and mobile apps. With each piece of literature,

Books
2016 interesting facts:
• Although the Basic Text still accounts for the lion's share
of our book distribution, it has decreased to 44 percent
of all books distributed for this fiscal year, while
The NA Step Working Guides rose to the second-mostdistributed book at 18 percent.
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The Basic Text represents 55 percent of the books distributed between 1983 and the close of this fiscal year.
NAWS has distributed more than 10.4 million copies of
the BT since it was first published in 1983. Altogether,
we’ve distributed nearly 19 million NA books.

• In its fourth year of production, Living Clean
reached 11 percent of total distributed books. That’s
the same as It Works: How and Why, published 22
years ago.

Booklets
Booklets distribution increased by approximately 3 percent this fiscal year. While the Little White Book recorded a
6 percent decrease for the first time in recent years, the Twelve Concepts, Introductory Guide to Narcotics Anonymous, and
In Times of Illness increased by 150 percent, 25 percent, and 16 percent, respectively.

Informational Pamphlets
Distribution for all IPs increased by 7 percent, from approximately 4.9 million in FY
2015 to 5.2 million in FY 2016. The most popular IPs continue to be IP #7, Am I
an Addict? and IP #22, Welcome to NA. Distribution of IP #28, Funding NA Services;
IP #15, PI & the NA Member; IP #9, Living the Program; IP #20, H&I and the NA
Member; and IP #13, By Young Addicts for Young Addicts increased by 57, 44, 40, 39,
and 36 percent, respectively.
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We added 17 newly
translated IPs to our
catalog this fiscal year
including IP #1 in
Amharic and Estonian.
We also updated more
than 30 translations.
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Keytags and Chips
Distribution of keytags and chips increased by approximately 6 percent and 11 percent, respectively, but if we exclude
Iran keytag distribution, which saw a 4 percent increase, the overall change is a 7 percent increase. The most significant
increase is for welcome and multiyear keytags, a 10 percent increase over 2015. This might indicate that more newcomers and long-term members are finding and staying in our meeting rooms.

Medallions
Sales of medallions increased slightly this fiscal year. A look at each ten-year span shows growth from 7 to 22 percent
in all but one “decade.” Medallions denoting 41 to 50 years of recovery stand out as the exception. The decline of 155
percent for this range of years reflects returns from a couple of large customers. All told, more than 1,000 medallions for
40 of more years were returned, sometimes years after purchase. This has stimulated some discussion about establishing
a return policy.

Keep Coming Back
Iran’s distribution of 11–20-year medallions increased by
52 percent, suggesting that many Iranian members are
continuing to stay clean in NA.
25
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Staff and Offices
Two distribution centers—one in Bangalore, India, the other in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada—play an important
role in furthering our vision.
Jacquie Sullivan and her assistant Paul Sullivan staff the Mississauga center which
meets the literature needs of Canadian NA communities.

Pramila Dias distributes literature throughout South Asia from
the Bangalore center.

Two branch offices—one in Brussels, Belgium, the other in Tehran, Iran—produce and distribute literature and
provide services to many NA communities.
Paul Decock and his assistant Fred Renaux maintain our European service center. They
distribute literature in 44 different languages, some of it printed on site, some of it
provided at no cost to emerging NA communities in Eastern Europe and Africa. They
also provide basic support for members, groups, and institutions seeking information
about NA; process contributions to NAWS; and support the continent’s zonal forum,
the European Delegates Meeting.
Siamak Khajeian manages the Iranian branch of the World Service
Office where he and his staff—Amir Bondar, Farhad Fallah, Mehrdad Naseri, Hossein Nematzadeh, Farhad Poursohei, Reza Tavakoli,
and Payam Yazdani—support NA’s fastest-growing community and
its 20,598 meetings (as of January 2016). The Tehran service center
produces and distributes NA literature in Farsi, translates The NA
Way Magazine each quarter, and supports many of the important
services offered by the region.

Narcotics Anonymous World Services in Chatsworth, California, serves
as a centralized resource for NA members, groups, and service bodies worldwide.
Executive and administrative staff of the California office respond to inquiries
from members and the public. They work closely with the World Board to carry
out Conference-approved projects, coordinate workgroups, execute the World
Convention, and communicate with members through a variety of periodicals,
reports, web meetings, and emails. Other ongoing responsibilities coordinated
from this location include the production and distribution of NA literature, protection of the Fellowship’s copyrights and trademarks, and the maintenance of
our website, www.na.org.
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NA World Services Staff
Chatsworth, California, USA

Administration
Executive Director: Anthony Edmondson (anthony.e@na.org)
Assistant Executive Director: Becky Meyer (becky@na.org)
Executive Assistants: Eileen Perez (eileen.p@na.org), Elaine Wickham (elaine@na.org)
Administrative Support Specialists: Shane Colter (shane@na.org), Andrey Glazkov (andrey@na.org),
Johnny Lamprea (johnny@na.org)
Human Resources
HR Manager: Roberta Tolkan (roberta@na.org)
HR Administrative Assistant: Keri Kirkpatrick (keri@na.org)
Receptionist: Camille Klein (cammyk@na.org)
Public Relations
PR Manager: Jane Nickels (jane@na.org)
PR Assistant: Doug Jarrett (doug.j@na.org)
H&I Assistant: Kelley Taylor (kelley@na.org)
Communications
Director of Communications: Travis Koplow (travis@na.org)
Project Coordinators: Chris Corning, De Jenkins (de@na.org), Pamela Tindall (pam.t@na.org)
Writer/Editors: Nick Elson (nick@na.org), Stacy McDade (stacy.m@na.org)
Asset Management
Comptroller and Team Leader: Debbie Carnahan (debbie@na.org)
Accounting Assistant: Rochelle Medina (rochelle@na.org)
Customer Service Supervisor: Sylvia Cordero (sylvia@na.org)
Customer Service Representatives: Peggy Labon (peggy@na.org), Pam Martin (pam2@na.org),
Elizabeth Allison Osborne (alli@na.org)
Warehouse
Warehouse Manager: Vince Alcala (vince@na.org)
Shippers: Ryan Gallardo (ryan@na.org), Luis Padilla (luis@na.org), Jeff Rodriguez (jeffrey@na.org)
Information Technology
Database Administrator: Lori Dunnell (lori@na.org)
IT Manager: Stephan Lantos (stephan@na.org)
IT Assistant: Arthur Carbajal (arthur@na.org)
Network System Specialist: Juan Trejo (juan@na.org)
Fellowship Services
Team Leader: Steve Rusch (stever@na.org)
Administrative Assistant: Cindy Votaw (cindy@na.org)
Team Assistants: William Brundy (billy@na.org),
Johnny Czifra (johnny_c@na.org), Linda DeLeo (linda@na.org),
Sarah Johnson (sarah@na.org), Bob Shott (bob@na.org)
Production
Production Manager: Fatia Birault (fatia@na.org)
Production Assistants: Esperanza Lemos (esperanza@na.org),
Hugo Ramirez (hugo@na.org)
Translations
Translations Manager: Uschi Mueller (uschi@na.org)
In Memoriam
Team Assistants: Ken O’Neil (ken@na.org),
Jeff Walsh (jeff@na.org)
Sadly, as this Annual Report was being finalized in February
New Staff as of October 2015
2017, we lost long-term NAWS employee, David Mizrahi,
Stacy McDade (stacy.m@na.org)
after a brief illness. David worked in a variety of positions
Pamela Tindall (pam.t@na.org)
for 27 years, and eventually settled in as our graphic arts
Departing Staff
technician. He retired in January 2015, but continued as a
Karim Tamim
part-time contractual employee until his death. We will miss
David’s creative passion and dedication to NA.
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